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After more than 10 years of deliberations – the 
Boards have finally released the new revenue 
recognition standard! 
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Question time: Readiness assessment 

How significantly do you think your company will be 
impacted by the new standard? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Somewhat 
3. Not at all 
4. Not sure yet 
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Agenda 

• IFRS 15 – understanding the new 5 step model 

• Revenue recognition and new business models 

• IFRS 15 – Implementation and readiness 
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IFRS 15 – understanding the new 5 
step model 
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 Significant impact to revenue and cost recognition at 
communications companies 

 Completely new model – not just a tweak to the old model 

 Key judgments will need to be ‘operationalised’ throughout the 
business 

 Broad impact across business – multiple stakeholders affected 

 May require more revenue automation which will take time 
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New five-step model for revenue recognition – 
What does it mean in practice? 

1) Identify the 
contract with the 
customer 

2) Identify 
performance 
obligations 

3) Determine 
the transaction 
price 

4) Allocate 
transaction 
price 

5) Recognise 
revenue 
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Reintroducing: Topline 

Topline is an innovative communications company that offers a broad 
range of services across a variety of product categories, including fixed and 
mobile telecommunications, internet, and cable TV. There are multiple large 
players in the market resulting in an intense level of competition. In order to 
retain and strengthen its position in this environment, Topline is constantly 
looking to enhance its value proposition and is keen on introducing new 
features and delivery methods for its products. The following is relevant to 
the Company: 
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• Most products and services are sold 
in bundled arrangements 

• Activation fees are collected on 
certain services 

• Commissions are paid to sales 
agents for bringing in new customers 
and adding services for existing 
customers 
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Step 1 – Identify contract with the customer 

Contract 
An agreement 

between two or more 
parties that creates 
enforceable rights 

and obligations (not 
necessarily written) 

Contract 
combination 

Contract 
modification 
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Contract combination 
• Optional add-ons (e.g. 

extended warranty) 
• Multi-line plans 

Modifications 
• Month-to-month contracts 
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Contract modifications 
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Are incremental goods and services added and 
the incremental price at which they are added 

reflects their stand-alone selling price? 

Are the incremental goods and services distinct 
from the goods and services already provided? 

No 

No 

Treat the additional 
goods and services as 

a new contract 

Yes 

Yes Account for the 
modification 
prospectively 

Account for the 
modification on a 

cumulative catch up 
basis 
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Question time: Contract modifications 

How should Topline account for this modification? 
 
1) Prospectively? 
2) Retrospectively? 
3) As a cancellation of the old contract and entering into of a new 

contract? 
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• Topnet, Topline’s internet business, offers its customers the ability to 
upgrade their service package at any point during their 12 month 
contract to a new service package 

• Pricing of the upgraded service package contract will be the same as 
that applied to any contract of this type 
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Question time: Contract modifications 
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Are incremental goods and services added and 
the incremental price at which they are added 

reflects their stand-alone selling price? 

Are the incremental goods and services distinct 
from the goods and services already provided? 

No 

No 

Treat the additional 
goods and services as 

a new contract 

Yes 

Yes Account for the 
modification 
prospectively 

Account for the 
modification on a 

cumulative catch up 
basis 
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Step 2 – Identify performance obligations 

Performance obligations =  
Promises to transfer goods and 

services to the customer 

Separate performance obligations if: 
• Capable of being distinct; and 
• Distinct in the context of the contract  

Practical expedient - combine if:  
• Substantially the same;  
• delivered over time; and  
• same measure of progress 
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Question time: Activation fees 

Is the activation fee a separate performance obligation? 
 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) I don’t know 
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• Topline’s  Television division sells monthly TV services for €30 per 
month, cancellable at the end of each month  

• The customer is required to pay a one-time non-refundable activation 
fee of €90 in addition to the first month service fee   

• No additional services are rendered in exchange for the activation fee 

• Customers continue to subscribe to the services for an average of 5 
years 
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Question time: Activation fees 

New standard implications 

• In general, activation fees are not a separate performance obligation 

• Account for activation fee as a separate performance obligation only 
if it represents a material right 

• Material right = performance obligation 

• Revenue recognised over period of material right 

• Amount of revenue recognised each month would be: 

 
 

 €30 + (€90 ÷ 60 months) = €31.50 
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Step 2 – Identify performance obligations 
Other topics for consideration 

Potential for additional 
performance obligations? 
• Incentive plans 
• Loyalty programs  
• Additional lines 
• Additional devices 
• Marketing incentives (for 

example cinema tickets) 
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Step 3 – Determine the transaction price 

The transaction price is the amount of consideration that the entity expects to be 
entitled to in exchange for transferring promised goods and services to a customer 

o Excludes amounts collected on behalf of third parties (e.g. sales tax). 

o Does not include the effects of the customer’s credit risk 

 

When determining the transaction price, an entity must consider the effects of: 
 

 Variable consideration 
 Time value of money 
 Noncash consideration 

 Consideration payable to a customer  
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Variable consideration 
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Included in the transaction price only if it is highly probable that there 
will not be a significant revenue reversal 

 
 
 
 

Uncertainty over 
long period of 

time 

Limited experience 
with similar 

contracts 

Susceptible to 
factors outside 

control 

Broad range of 
outcomes 

Key effects 

• Must recognise ‘minimum amount’ that is highly probable of not 
reversing 

• Reassessed at the end of each reporting period 
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Question time: Variable consideration 
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• Topline’s wireline business provides network access to one of its wholesale customers 
under a 24-month contract at €0.05 per voice minute. 

 

• This rate is contingent on the customer reaching a minimum monthly purchase 
commitment of 1 million minutes of network voice usage. 

 

• If the customer is unable to meet this volume commitment, the rate increases to 
€0.08 per voice minute, applied retrospectively. 

 

• Topline management estimates that there is a 25% probability the customer will 
meet the threshold, based on prior experience of similar contracts with this customer. 
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Question time: Variable consideration 
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At what rate per voice minute should Topline recognise 
revenue under this arrangement? 
 
1) €0.05? 
2) €0.08? 
3) €0.07? 
4) It depends? 
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Question time: Variable consideration 

Solution: It depends 

• Topline should include variable consideration 
in the transaction price using either expected 
value or most likely outcome, whichever is the 
best predictor of the amount Topline will be 
entitled to 

• For binary outcomes, most likely outcome 
will generally be the best predictor, so €0.08 
is the starting point but then remember: 

• Revenue should only be recognised to the 
extent that it is highly probable that there 
will not be a significant reversal in the 
future, so is €0.08 still an acceptable 
estimate? 

June 2014   
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• Transaction price is allocated to separate performance 
obligations based on relative standalone selling price 

• Price when sold separately; OR 
• Estimate if standalone selling price not 

directly observable 
 

• Residual approach permitted to estimate standalone 
selling price in limited situations 

- If standalone selling price is highly variable or 
uncertain 

• Discounts and variable amounts can be allocated to 
specific performance obligations, but only if specified 
criteria are met 

• New guidance will eliminate the “cash cap” 
applied under current US GAAP and 
“contingent cap” under IAS 18. 

Step 4 – Allocate the transaction price 

  Global Communications GAAP Summit 
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Question time: Allocate transaction price 
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• Topline’s mobile business offers 24 month contracts. A handset is 
provided for a down payment amount of €100 at contract inception. 
If the mobile device was sold separately (sold for the SSP), the 
company would have charged €620. 

• The voice and data services cost €25 per month.  However, Topline  
is running a promotion and therefore for the first 2 months of the 
contract the voice and data services are only €15. 

How much revenue should be allocated to the handset? 
1) €nil – Topline is not in the business of selling handsets 
2) €100 – the amount paid by the customer 
3) €347 – the relative portion of the overall contract value 
4) €620 – the stand-alone selling price 
5) I have absolutely no idea … 
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Question time: Allocate transaction price 
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**monthly ARPU: € 333 / 24 = € 13.88 

(3)  

Determination 
of the 

transaction 
price 

(4.1)  

SSP 

(4.2)  

SSP in % 

(4.3)  

Relative SSP 

(2)  

Identification 
of  separate 

performance 
obligations 

(4)  

Allocation of the transaction price  

(5)  

Revenue 
recognition  

€ 100 € 620 51 Handset € 347 
Satisfied at  

inception 

€ 600 € 600 49 Service  € 333 ** 
Satisfied over 

duration 

€ - 20 - - Discount* - 
Allocated to handset 

and service  

€ 680 € 1,220 100 € 680  

June 2014 

NOTE: Under the previous “Cash Cap” guidance (US GAAP) / residual method (IFRS) handset 
revenue recognised at inception would be  € 100 and monthly ARPU would be € 24.17 assuming the 
discount is allocated pro-rata over the contract term. 

*Discounts are not separate performance obligation 
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Step 4 – Allocate transaction price 
Other topics for consideration 

• Variability of pricing for services 
• SIM only pricing and lack of 

reference market for handsets 
• Practical considerations, including 

use of portfolio approach 
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• Model is now based on transfer of 
control  

• Use measure of progress that 
depicts the transfer of goods and 
services to the customer 

• First determine if the 
performance obligation is 
satisfied over time by considering 
three criteria  

• If performance obligation is not 
satisfied over time, then control 
transfers at a point in time based 
on indicators 

  

Step 5 – Recognise revenue as performance 
obligations are satisfied 
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When does control transfer over time? 
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 Customer receive benefits as performed/  
another would not need to re-perform 

e.g. cleaning service, shipping 

Create/enhance an asset customer controls 
e.g. house on customer land 

Does not create asset w/alternative use  
AND  

Right to payment for work to date 
e.g. an ‘audit’ report 

No 

No 

O
v

e
r

 t
im

e
 

P
o

in
t in

 tim
e

 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes No 
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Indicators of control transfer – point in time 

If not over time, then point in time…. 

Recognise revenue when control transfers 

Indicators that customer has obtained control of a good or service: 

27 

Right to payment for asset 

Legal title to asset 

Physical possession of 
asset 

Customer has significant 
risk and rewards 

Customer has accepted 
the asset 
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Cost accounting 
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Costs of acquiring  
a contract 

 
Recognised as an asset if: 
• Incremental 
• Expected to be recovered 
• Amortisation period > 1 year 
 
Example: Selling commissions 

Costs of fulfilling  
a contract 

 
Recognised as an asset if: 
• Relate directly to a contract 
• Relate to future performance 
• Expected to be recovered 
 
Example: Pre-contract or setup 
costs 
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Cost accounting 
Other topics for consideration 

• What types of costs will be 
capitalised? 

• What amortisation period should be 
used? 

• Does this amortisation period need to 
align with deferral period for up-
front fees? 
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Disclosures 
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Extensive qualitative 
disclosures 

Disaggregation of 
performance 
obligations 

Reconciliation of 
contract balances 

Global Communications GAAP Summit 

Interim period 
disclosures 
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Revenue recognition and new 
business models  
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Handset financing 
Business models are changing…. 
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Handset financing 
Business models are changing…. 

Subsidised handset 
+ 

Higher monthly fee 

Separate 
purchase/financing 

of handset  

 Less transparency to the 
customer 

 Subsidised handset and 
minimum service period as a 
retention tool 

 

 More transparency  

 Decoupling of equipment 
and service 

 Various third party handset 
financing options 

 Operators can focus on 
service delivery 
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Handset financing  
Polling question 

34 

…what is your situation? 

 
1) We already have such schemes 
2) We are planning to offer such schemes within the next 
12 months 
3) No such plans in the near future 
4) What is handset financing? 

Global Communications GAAP Summit June 2014 
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A new offer from Topline… 

35 
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• Topline’s mobile business offers a new handset financing 
scheme. Customers are provided handsets for monthly installments 
of € 21 , under a 24 month agreement. Topline has the right to 
recover the handset in case of non-payment. 

• The voice and data services are € 25 per month.  The service 
contract is cancellable with no minimum service period. 

 

• What are the implications on Topline’s revenue 
recognition? 
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Mobile payments 
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Topline provides various innovative mobile payment facilities to its 

customers, including: 

• Mobile payment of bills 

• Mobile wallet 

• Parking and tolls 

• Other 
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Question time: Mobile payments 

How should Topline account for these 
transactions? 
 
1) As a principal? 
2) As an agent? 
3) More information is required (be prepared 

to explain!) 

• Topline offers a mobile payment service - customers can use their mobile 
phone to pay for various services, including parking. 

• Customers will be charged for the services on their  mobile bills. Topline bears 
the credit risk and includes a “convenience” margin of 5-15% to customers.  

• Topline provides information services to customers on past purchases and 
provides a free 24 hour hotline for customer complaints.    

Global Communications GAAP Summit June 2014 
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? 
Different 

under new 
standard? 
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IFRS 15 – Implementation and 
readiness 
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Transition – an example 

2016 2017 

Effective  date = 1 Jan 2017 

Option 1 –  
Full 

retrospective 
(Apply IAS 8) 

NEW  
IFRS 15 

NEW  
IFRS 15 

Cumulative effect at 1 Jan 2016 

Reliefs 

For completed contracts: 
• No adjustment  for interims 
• Hindsight allowed for variable 

consideration 
 

Option 2–  
Modified 

retrospective 

OLD GAAP 
NEW  

IFRS 15 

Cumulative  
effect at 1 Jan 2017 

No reliefs 

Disclose 
OLD GAAP 

Which is better? 
 
 

              It depends.  
Global Communications GAAP Summit June 2014 
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In making the necessary judgments to apply the 
new model, also need to consider …. 
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Understandability of 
results  

Ease of  
implementation  

 Does the answer make sense? 

 How will this be explained to 
stakeholders? 

 Does it reflect the economic 
substance of the transaction? 

 What are the effects on your 
KPIs? 

 

 What are the people, system, 
and process implications? 

 Can a portfolio method be 
applied? 

 What are the necessary 
calculations and can the current 
IT infrastructure handle the new 
allocations? 
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Question time: Readiness assessment 

How far advanced are your preparations for 
implementing IFRS 15? 
 
1) Assessing the specific accounting and systems impact 
2) Implementing process and system changes 
3) Waiting to see what others do 
4) It’s not due until 2017 - I will be retired by then 
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Thank you 

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and 
does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained 
in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or 
warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information 
contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers 
LLP, its members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, 
responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or 
refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any 
decision based on it.  

 
© 2014 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a limited liability partnership in the United Kingdom) which 
is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of 
which is a separate legal entity. 


